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Abstract
Within the currently intensified labour flows from devel-
oping societies to highly industrialized areas, the Philip-
pines has been the largest supplier of
government-sponsored contract workers. Overseas con-
tract employment was institutionalized by the Philippine
government in 1972 to tackle the problems of unemploy-
ment and foreign debt. The remittances from migrant
workers have become a major source of foreign currency
for the national economy, which led the then president
Aquino to call overseas workers “national heroes.” In this
light, building upon Louise Amoore’s conceptualization of
globalization as sets of globalizing social practices, my es-
say will investigate the concrete, contingen,t and situated
practices of global labour migration. By so doing this
analysis will stress that these migrant workers are not pas-
sive recipients of Philippine state policies but are agential
political subjects. It will argue that the structured social
practices of global labour migrants not only participate in
and depend on, but also contest and negotiate, the
(re)constitution of capitalist relations of production and
social reproduction within the neo-liberal restructuring of
global order. The objective of my essay is to contribute to-
wards both the illustration of global politics as social rela-
tions produced by various actors in multiple spheres and
emergent crucial efforts to pursue the possibilities for an
emancipatory project and political resistance.
Résumé
Dans le contexte des flux de travailleurs – flux actuelle-
ment intensifiés – allant des sociétés en développement
vers des zones hautement industrialisées, les Philippines a
été le plus grand pourvoyeur de travailleurs-sous-contrat
parrainés par un gouvernement. L’emploi à l’étranger
sous contrat a été institutionnalisé par le gouvernement
philippin en 1972 comme mesure pour régler les problè-
mes du chômage et de la dette extérieure. Les envois de
fonds des travailleurs expatriés sont devenus une source
importante de devise étrangère pour l’économie natio-
nale, ce qui avait amené la Présidente Aquino, présidente
à l’époque, à qualifier les ouvriers expatriés de “ héros na-
tionaux ”. Dans cette optique, et en élaborant sur le mo-
dèle de Louise Amoore qui a conceptualisé la
globalisation comme étant des ensembles de pratiques so-
ciales globalisantes, mon essai examinera les pratiques
concrètes, contingentes et localisées de la migration glo-
bale de travailleurs. Ce faisant, cette analyse soulignera
le fait que ces travailleurs migrants ne sont pas les bénéfi-
ciaires passifs de la politique de l’état philippin, mais
sont en fait des acteurs politiques. Elle soutiendra que les
pratiques sociales structurées des travailleurs immigrants
à l’échelle globale, non seulement participent à, et dépen-
dent de, la reconstitution des rapports de production capi-
talistes et de reproduction sociale dans la restructuration
néolibérale de l’ordre mondial, mais qu’elles remettent en
question et négocient ces mêmes rapports. L’objectif de
mon essai est, d’une part, de concourir à illustrer la politi-
que globale en tant que relations sociales produites par di-
vers acteurs dans des sphères multiples, et de l’autre, de
contribuer aux efforts décisifs émergents pour examiner
les possibilités d’un projet émancipateur et une résistance
politique.
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... what we call globalisation is best understood as
representative of sets of complex and often
contradictory globalising social practices.
– Louise Amoore1
T
he rapidly deepening penetration of liberal market
discipline into political, social, and cultural realms
has become fundamentally and contradictorily asso-
ciated with the reconfigurations of the global division of
labour as well as with the intensification of exploitation,
alienation, and commodification of human beings and na-
ture. Within such a context, usually labelled as “globaliza-
tion,” the literature that attempts to conceptualize social and
political relations on the global scale has been voluminous
in the fields of International Relations (IR) and Interna-
tional Political Economy (IPE). Yet, largely due to these
disciplines’ preoccupation with the emergence of the mod-
ern nation-state and  to  the rise of  the bourgeoisie as  a
dominant social class through the consolidation of capitalist
economy, IR and IPE scholars predominantly tend to focus
on elite forms of transnational, state, or corporate agents
with direct, top-down decision making and thus distance
global politics from contextualized experiences.2 In this re-
spect, the objective of this essay is not to depict international
relations “from the bottom up” by advocating the ambigu-
ous notion of “global civil society,”3 but rather to unpack
the linkages between global politics and individuals’ every-
day spaces by deeming global politics to be “social relations
produced by a broad array of actors in multiple spheres.”4
To do so it will investigate the concrete, contingent, and
situated practices of global labour migration and eventually
contribute towards emergent crucial efforts to pursue the
possibilities for an emancipatory project and political resis-
tance.5 In particular, building upon Louise Amoore’s con-
ceptualization of globalization as sets of globalizing social
practices, this essay will explore: how and with what con-
sequences are migrant workers, as active participants,
contradictorily/paradoxically complicit and yet opposing
to the neo-liberal restructuring of global order?
International labour migration is not a historical nov-
elty, but its unprecedented magnitude and wide geographic
dispersion, together with its potential as a force for social
transformations in both the societies of origin and those of
destination, has led Stephen Castles and Mark J. Miller to
predict that the closing years of the twentieth century and
the beginning of the twenty-first will be “an age of migra-
tion.”6 Within the currently intensified transfers of migrant
labourers from developing societies to highly industrialized
areas, the Philippines is the largest supplier of government-
sponsored contract labour with over seven hundred thou-
sand workers “deployed” annually to over 160 countries
and territories.7 Whereas in the early 1970s Philippine mi-
grant labourers were overwhelmingly male and worked in
the oil-producing states in the Middle East, their contem-
porary patterns highly consist of female workers who are
mainly destined to other Asian countries. Labour migration
in the form of overseas contract work was institutionalized
by the Philippine government in 1972 as a stop-gap meas-
ure to tackle the persistent problem of unemployment and
the lack of foreign exchange.8 The remittances from over-
seas contract workers have become a major source of for-
eign currency for the national economy.9 Based upon a
specifically economic calculus and an unquestioned belief
in the national development potential of this income
stream, the then president of the Philippines, Cory Aquino,
called overseas workers “national heroes.”10 In this light,
this analysis will stress that these migrant workers are not
passive recipients of the Philippine state policies that facili-
tate overseas employment but are agential political subjects,
by arguing that the structured social practices of global
labour migrants not only participate in and depend on, but
also contest and negotiate, the reconfigurations of labour-
capital relations in the (re)constitution of capitalist rela-
tions  of production  and social  reproduction within the
neo-liberal restructuring of global order.
To systematize this analysis, the section that follows will
assess existing approaches to international labour migra-
tion, especially paying attention to perhaps the most influ-
ential leftist tradition of thought in IR and IPE,
neo-Gramscian perspectives that have radically addressed
the problem of power dynamics among social forces within
capitalist modes of production and enhanced an under-
standing of the agency/structure relation in the historical
transformations of world order. In the next section, the
elitist bias of the neo-Gramscian approach will be proble-
matized through perspective of globalization-as-practice,
while drawing on emergent literature on the everyday
spaces of global political economy. In the concluding sec-
tion, it will be briefly illustrated how the perception of
migrant workers as political actors in the restructuring of
the global   political   economy   ontological ly   and
epistemologically questions the traditional notion of
“North”–“South” divide.
Power, Production, and Global Labour Migration
Various orthodox social-scientific disciplines have devised
different approaches to the study of international labour
migration – broadly categorized into functionalism and
structuralism in terms of their appreciations of the relation-
ship between human agency and prevailing socio-economic
structures in exploring the question of why people migrate.11
However, the gulf between these two paradigms has become
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reified into an unproductive polarization, sustaining a sepa-
ration between micro and macro scales of analysis and
inducing individualistic and structural determinisms.12 To
more precisely interrogate the complex dynamics of global
labour flows, it thus becomes vital to transcend the theoreti-
cal impasse that has been created between functionalist and
structuralist accounts through reconciling and even tran-
scending the artificially constructed dualism of agency-
structure. In this light, the neo-Gramscian approach helps
to explore the dialectic relationships between agents and
social structures within the reciprocal interactions between
rapidly intensified flows of migrant workers and the restruc-
turing in the social relations of production, forms of state,
and configurations of power dynamics among various social
forces. Although there is no one specific neo-Gramscian
approach constructing a cohesive “school”13 and it remains
uncertain whether the neo-Gramscians provide a final reso-
lution for the problem of agency-structure that may well
prove to be tangled up in a “Gordian knot that cannot be
unraveled or solved,”14 their development of a social ontol-
ogy associated with a distinct notion of “historical struc-
tures” contributes to reveal agency within the apparent
objective status of social structure.
A neo-Gramscian perspective, first pioneered by Robert
W. Cox, has promoted a historicist mode of thought, in
contrast to the positivist production of an absolute and
transhistorical knowledge based on sets of a priori, onto-
logically autonomous categories (agents or structures) in
mainstream IR and IPE.15 By extending Gramsci’s ap-
proach into the study of global power relations, Cox at-
tempts to rethink a historical materialist problematic of
social transformation in world order that revolves around
the social ontology of historical structures and to expose the
contradictions within it in order to channel structural
change in an emancipatory direction. For him, the social
ontology of historical structures is conceptualized as “per-
sistent social practices, made by collective human activity
and transformed through collective human activity.”16 Put
alternatively, it emphasizes historical change as “the recip-
rocal relationship of structures and actors”17 within the
“limits of the possible” that are not fixed and immutable
but exist in the connections between past, present, and
future.18 Indeed, Cox’s formulation of ideas-institutions-
material capabilities as social forces operating in the social
ontology of historical structures composed of three basic
levels – production, forms of state, and world order – makes
it possible to explore how structures are socially con-
structed and consequently become part of the “objective”
world by virtue of their existence in the intersubjectivity of
various agents.19
Within the social ontology of historical structures, Cox
underscores the analytical primacy of “the reciprocal rela-
tionship between power and production”20 in the constitu-
tion of a normative and material totality of world order.
“Production,” as he explains, “generates the capacity to
exercise power, but power determines the manner in which
production takes place.”21 It is argued that modes of social
relations of production are not only confined to everyday
conduct entailed in the production and consumption of
physical goods but also cover the (re)production of knowl-
edge, morals, and institutions that are required to warrant
the hegemony of existing capitalist social order.22 Since the
1970s, according to Cox and others, fundamental “struc-
tural changes” within the social relations of production
have resulted in a crisis of post-war hegemonic world order
that crafted a mechanism of reconciling domestic pressures
with the requirements of a world economy.23 These changes
are largely characterized by the internationalization of the
state and production through what Cox calls “global per-
estroika,”24 a political project somehow coordinated by a
nébuleuse (an indistinct constellation) of an emerging
“transnational managerial class” agency consisting of
dominant actors in global capitalism and state officials.25 In
this vein, the scholars who explicitly and implicitly rely on
the neo-Gramscian methods of historicity argue that the
contemporary dynamics of global labour migration shape
and are shaped by such neo-liberal reconfigurations of the
global political economy.
The question of whether the national state still matters
in the context of the increasingly globalizing economy has
generated controversy among scholars, ranging from some
who posit the imminent “retreat of the state” to others who
consider the state as one of the main “authors” of globali-
zation.26 In this regard, the interactions between migration
policies and labour flows not only display the continuing
weight of state capacity in regulating the transfers of labour
across borders but also underline the qualitatively changing
nature and function of the state through “the global process
whereby national policies and practices have been adjusted
to the exigencies of the world economy”27 – what Cox calls
the “internationalization of the state.”28 In examining the
shifts in immigration policies among OECD member states
that have encountered massive inflows of foreign workers,
Hélène Pellerin and Henk Overbeek highlight the growing
convergence in adopting  highly selective and  restrictive
modes of regulation to manage the logic determining both
the instances and places of the mobility-fixity of capital and
labour within global capitalism.29 On the other hand, in the
peripheral societies, as Pellerin notes, “[c]onditions for new
credit are generally translated by skewed spending priorities
of states and they result in the exclusion of large sections of
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the population.”30 With the prioritization of development
strategies in favour of foreign capital through the interna-
tionalizing of the state, the outflows of people are perceived
as beneficial in bringing foreign currency in the form of
remitted wages and in alleviating the employment situation
at home. In the case of the Philippines, since the mid-1970s
the state has created a policy framework for controlled
emigration flows that encourages citizens to seek employ-
ment opportunities overseas while forming bilateral agree-
ments with labour-importing countries.31
In Cox’s view, the internationalizing of the state is inti-
mately associated with the distinctive restructuring of the
capitalist world economy expansion, i.e., the “internationali-
zation of production” that denotes “the integration of pro-
duction processes on a transnational scale, with different
phases of a single  process  being carried out in different
countries” and that “currently plays the formative role in
relation to the structure of states and world order.”32 The
contemporary  globalizing of production relations, corre-
sponding with a rise of the structural power of internationally
mobile capital,33 has spatially rearranged the traditional in-
ternational division of labour at the global, and more particu-
larly the regional, level leading to the formation of global
assembly lines boosting flexible capital accumulation. Pel-
lerin’s analysis of the global restructuring of the agro-food
industry demonstrates that the introduction of capital-inten-
sive modes of production into peripheral societies has ruined
pre-existing socio-economic organization and intensified la-
bour emigration from these societies.34 Indeed, the increasing
feminization of the new proletariats owing to the recruitment
preference at the labour-intensive production plants con-
structed in the developing regions through the transnational
relocation of production has not only disrupted their tradi-
tional production and reproduction processes but also con-
tributed to male emigration.35 Unstable employment
situations in these export-processing zones have also pro-
moted the growing prominence of female emigrants.36 Fur-
thermore, as Pellerin notes, a rapid expansion of service
industries and the deindustrialization of highly industrialized
societies has generated structural shortages of low-wage la-
bour, inducing massive inflows of foreign workers as flexible
and “disposable” cheap labour sources.37
Thus, the neo-Gramscians’ social ontology of historical
structure provides an important analytical framework for
capturing the interplay of agents and structures, while high-
lighting dialectical development between global labour dis-
placements and the internationalizing of state and
production. From this viewpoint, Pellerin regards transna-
tional migration as a differential agency of change in the
world order through the contradictions that its dynamics
involve.38 However, she together with other neo-Gram-
scians does not precisely elaborate the politics of migrant
workers, largely due to their concentration on co-operation
of, and fractional conflicts within, the transnational mana-
gerial class in analyzing the restructuring of the global
political economy. Put differently, the questions left out
within their work are: how have migrant labourers experi-
enced the implications of the neo-liberal restructuring of
the global political economy in their everyday life?; and,
how is it possible to understand the viable political agency
to promote emancipatory transformations amongst mi-
grant workers that are antagonistic to the dominant global
order? In this light, built upon Amoore’s conceptualization
of globalization as practices, the next section will problem-
atize the silence of neo-Gramscian approach in these re-
gards and, more importantly, attempt to shed light on ways
in which the structured social practices of migration work-
ers as agential political actors not only participate in and
depend on but also contest and negotiate the reconfigura-
tions of the global political economy.
Globalization-as-Practices and Everyday Spaces:
Filipino Migration Workers as Political Subjects
The conception of the restructuring of world order as a
“strategic political project,” which characterizes the neo-
Gramscian approach, assumes that globalization is coher-
ently designed and directed by the purposeful and rational
actions of individuals and collective agents (transnational
managerial class) who are instilled with a unitary identity
defined by the shared project itself. Amoore posits that this
perspective can provide vital insights “about the elite actors
who contribute to a discourse of global restructuring, but
little about the everyday forms of thought and action that
characterise the nature of that restructuring.”39 More strik-
ingly, a neo-Gramscian focus on elitist agency presupposes
migration workers as passive recipients of state policies
and/or as victims of geographically uneven and fragmented
development of capitalist economy. It also overestimates the
hegemony of transnational capital by diminishing the pos-
sibility for transformation within world order,40 too often
leaving questions regarding counterhegemonic forms of re-
sistance for future research. To critically analyze the poten-
tiality for social change, notes André C. Drainville, it is
imperative to “reason from concrete, contingent and situ-
ated practices” by seeking “the possibility that the world
economy may be a significant context for social forces to
meet [and negotiate], where might be defined new modes of
social relations.”41 In this light, Amoore’s argument of glo-
balization as structured social practice should be taken seri-
ously to explore ways to articulate the politics of global
labour displacements and to view migrant workers as agen-
tial political actors.
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The conception of globalization as a political project, as
Amoore points out, essentially underestimates the emerg-
ing social relations of neo-liberal globalization constituting
and shaped by the structured social practices that make
these possible. She emphasizes it as key to recognize that
neo-liberal restructuring of global political economy is “ex-
perienced, given meaning, reinforced/challenged in the
everyday social practices of individuals and groups at mul-
tiple levels....”42 By viewing globalization as significantly
contested through and contingent upon structured social
practices, Amoore argues both that it is the everyday prac-
tices of labourers that make particular forms of global
production  possible and that the  restructuring of work
potentially may shape contested and contradictory dynam-
ics of social change in the current and future conditions.
Such a practice-centred  view of global  politics calls for
bringing workers, including transnational labour migrants,
as not passive but rather as agential subjects, into a critical
understanding of global political economy. Here, whereas
Amoore does not specifically expound the analytical edi-
fices to systematically capture the complexities of practices,
Matt Davies and Michael Niemann’s engagement with the
work of Henri Lefebvre provides useful insights to further
elaborate the globalization-as-practices perspective.
Davies and Niemann argue that the addition of Le-
febvre’s concepts of “everyday life” and “social space” to
the analysis of global politics allows for a more comprehen-
sive and more concrete understanding of social practices
than much of the work done in IR, by offering a tool to
overcome the reification of international relations in social
life.43 For  Lefebvre,  “everyday  life” is a contested  place
characterized by mystifications that derive from the expe-
rience of alienation in the context of modern society and
the struggle to overcome them, while “space” is socially
produced as the precondition and the outcome of practices
“that permit fresh action to occur, while suggesting others
and prohibiting yet others.”44 By utilizing these conceptu-
alizations, he sees the possibility for emancipatory action in
recognizing the contradictions between the actual experi-
ence of everyday life and the ideological claims about it,
which are mystified through the process of extending ab-
stract space – the space of capitalism, in his view – into all
spheres of human life. Derived from Lefebvre’s insistence
that lived space is a strategic location for social struggle to
overcome mystifications, Davies and Niemann stress that
“we must account for the waxing and waning of the capaci-
ties of specific social agents to effect global politics, and for
the circulation of struggles among different actors and
between the various levels of social life.”45 They also regard
social spaces of family, work, and leisure as crucial arenas
in which the emancipatory potential in everyday life can be
pursued and international relations be retrieved from the
realm of experts and statesmen. In interviewing the Philip-
pine female migrant workers, Pauline Gardiner Barber
notes:
…discussion of the contingencies of migration are [sic] set aside
through reference to the Filipino cultural idiom of bahala na,
which communicates not only a sense of fatalism but also an
expression that fate is “in God’s hands.” By the same token, I
also wish to emphasize that fate is negotiated with agency.46
In this respect, to highlight Filipino workers as politically
agential actors in negotiating their fates and shaping the
structures of social and world order, what is crucial is to
illustrate global labour migration as practices by concretiz-
ing the lived experiences of migrant workers and their strug-
gles within the everyday spaces of family, work, and leisure.
The households’ strategic responses to the penetrations
of the capitalist social relations of production into the
countryside through the neo-liberal economic transforma-
tion of the Philippines in part explain the increasing femini-
zation of labour migration since the 1980s.47 Within the
contradictory  processes of land concentration and  land
fragmentation through expanded mechanization of agri-
cultural production, Filipino families have tactically cen-
tralized marginal landholdings in the hand of sons, while
“selecting out” young, single women for migration to cities
and urging them to get an education.48 Due to unequal
gender relations in the Philippines that view female workers
as a secondary workforce, as Elizabeth Uy Evita discerns,
these women who obtain high education attainment often
encounter the conditions of underemployment, which
leads them to seek higher-income overseas employment
opportunities.49 James A. Tyner elucidates by drawing on
the work of  Jamie Peck that “the lack of opportunities
outside the waged labo[u]r system, coupled with limita-
tions within the waged system, contribute to the incorpo-
ration of workers into the overseas employment
program.”50 Most of the Filipino female migrants who
engaged in domestic work abroad, in fact, have an above-
average education  and many  are teachers  and  nurses.51
Such situations where the decisions to obtain overseas con-
tract work have been more progressively prompted by a
condition of underemployment rather than unemploy-
ment not only problematize the prevailing hypothesis that
it is surplus labour that emigrates but also indicate a certain
degree of ingenuity and agency of migrant workers in the
migratory decision-making processes.
Some studies on Philippine migration also emphasize
the importance of obligatory and reciprocal relations
within the Filipino family.52 Particularly, “[f]or a woman to
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be mindful of well-being of her family, primarily parents
but also dependent siblings, fulfils one of the dictates of
Philippine femininity.”53 The incentive to become a dutiful
daughter by providing “help” to her parents and relatives
as remittances therefore may influence the labour migra-
tion decision-making process among Filipino women. As
women begin to play the role of central breadwinner in
their  families by means of remittance, they have posed
challenges to the historically constructed sexual division of
labour in Philippine society.54 Furthermore, Tyner presents
the narrative of a Filipino migrant who worked in the sex
industry in Japan to illustrate how she has obtained a sense
of her own independence, both financially and personally,
through her experiences of overseas employment.55 Never-
theless, Barber more cautiously notes that some women feel
liberation from the cultural constrains of marriage, while
others find economic gains for their families at the expense
of personally fulfilling marital relationships.56 Combining
these perspectives, therefore, a keen attention must be paid
not to essentialize individual Filipinos or the Philippine
family in order to precisely capture the agential negotiation
of female migrant workers in the social spaces of the family
with locally recognized forms of femininity and their com-
plex struggles in the lived experience of overseas employ-
ment.
Indeed, to examine the lived experience of Filipino mi-
grant workers in their contested spaces of work, the refor-
mulation of political action as everyday social relations that
involve covert and overt (re)negotiation of power in its
material and non-material dimensions, rather than only as
activities associated with the formal conduct of governance,
is important. Christine B.N. Chin’s emphasis on the “in-
frapolitics” of Filipino and Indonesian women who per-
form commoditized domestic labour in Malaysia provides
vital insights in this respect thereby problematizing the
socially constructed perception of these women as objects
to be controlled and as passive victims powerless to change
and challenge employer-employee relations.57 “Infrapoli-
tics” refers to the everyday forms of resistance conducted
singularly and/or collectively by marginalized or subordi-
nate groups, which are not openly expressed in most cases,
largely due to existing power imbalances in most forms of
dyadic dominant-subordinate relations, such as that of
employer-domestic workers.58 Chin sheds light on the in-
frapolitics of foreign domestic workers by exposing the
“hidden” transcripts composed of what these workers say
and how they act beyond the realm of the public transcripts
in which employers overtly create their superiority within
and beyond the workplace. Her analysis of migrant
women’s narratives on their relationship with employers
discerns these workers’ rejection of the degree of dehu-
manization that inheres in the exchange of domestic work
for wages by frequently employing the slave metaphor. In
this sense, she advocates that:
If Filipina and Indonesian women’s verbal and nonverbal in-
frapolitical activities are considered within the boundaries of
what acts are and are not possible unlegislated work environ-
ments that retain the remnants of slavery, then foreign domestic
workers are political actors who attempt to renegotiate employer-
employee  relations in the household in particular,  and  the
Malaysian public’s perception of foreign servants in general.59
Whereas the effectiveness of foreign domestic servants’ in-
frapolitical activities remains debatable, analysis of these
actions highlights the agency of these workers in strategic
(re)negotiation with the unequal distribution and exercise
of power in the social spaces of their workplace.
Founded upon Lefebvre’s argument of the family as the
crucial space in which the social relations of production has
been (re)produced, the growing participation of migrant
women in the commoditized domestic services makes pos-
sible the (re)production of social relations of production
under the neo-liberal restructuring of the global political
economy. The commodification of domestic work not only
indicates the deep penetration of the abstract space of mar-
ket relations into people’s everyday life but also disrupts the
assumed separation of productive and reproductive
spheres that is left unquestioned in much of IR and IPE
literature. In Malaysia, as Chin notes, demands for foreign
female domestic workers are fuelled by sustained economic
development that enlarged the middle class, while provid-
ing greater employment opportunities for, and heightening
the job expectations of, working class Malaysian women.60
Here, Brigitte Young sheds light on the link between the
feminization of work and the increasing polarization or
segmentation among women, especially in the highly in-
dustrialized societies. She argues that the contemporary
reorganization of the international division of labour in the
decentralized “flexible accumulation” processes61 of the
global economy involves the emergence of the new “mis-
tress” and her “maid.” The growing participation of profes-
sional women in the labour market is accompanied by the
development of paid work in the private sphere of family,
which allows these women to rely on other women, often
foreign migrant women, in order to cope with the increas-
ingly reprivatized housework. This formation of a  new
power relationship between women through the marketiza-
tion of household-oriented services, as Young warns, has
led  to  the creation  of “a new ethnically defined female
underclass that lacks political rights and legal rights.”62 That
is, to concretely explore the dynamics of work spaces that
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female domestic worker are involved in, the contextualiza-
tion of their lived experience needs to take into account
these processes of the feminization of work and the con-
comitant reprivatization of household work and their im-
plications for creating the heterogeneity of the category
“woman” in terms of class, gender, and ethnicity.
In terms of the social space of leisure, as Lefebvre con-
tends, leisure provides compensation for the alienation of
work inasmuch as it offers the possibility of pleasure, but
its time and space are not uncontested, where alienation
also takes place.63 The spaces of leisure for Filipino migrant
workers, especially female domestic servants, are highly
circumscribed. On their limited days off the most common
places which Philippine female domestic workers occupy
are shopping centers.64 Although the analysis does not clar-
ify whether these women actually purchase goods and/or
services there, the production of migrant workers in the
Philippines and the exchange of their labour power in the
global labour market are closely interrelated with the en-
couragement of consumerism. In fact, routinely published
advertisements in Philippine newspapers and magazines
have extolled the material benefits of oversea employment
by showing returning migrant workers laden with con-
sumer goods.65 The enhanced consumption practices in the
Philippines through the escalation of international labour
migration are also reflected in the dispersal of overseas
remittance incomes to small-scale “unproductive” invest-
ments, which has created the effect of increasing social and
economic polarization at the village level.66 Overall, as the
general need for leisure finds expression as consumerism,
people encounter leisure not as the avenue through which
they can obtain compensation for the fragmentation and
alienation of work but rather as the further alienating spaces
predetermined by the need to accelerate the circulation of
commodities.67
In contrast, Katherine Gibson et al. illustrate how the
Asian Migrant Center (AMC) in Hong Kong creates the
social space of leisure in which the empowering process for
the Filipino migrant women are empowered to effect
changes in social, economic, and political structures while
promoting “development” not necessarily defined in the
capitalist mould in their “home” communities.68 The AMC
encourages migrant women to participate in its training
modules in their leisure time in order to acquire new en-
trepreneurial capacities and skills. These female migrants
are also assisted in obtaining the capacity to manage hard-
earned wages in their absence and not to depend on hus-
bands or other family members. In other words, the
strategies pursued by the AMC not only show how the
Filipina migrant contract domestic workers are potentially
progressive economic activists but also highlight the mul-
tiple and interdependent class subjectivities open to these
workers. One of the most clearly advocated critiques of the
AMC’s program points to its possibility of inducing return-
ing migrants to become capitalists, whereby fortifying the
bourgeois nature of Philippine society and accelerating its
incorporation into a global capitalist system. However,
such a viewpoint, as Gibson et al. claim, reduces all happen-
ings that occur in the period of global capitalism to indica-
tion of the hegemonic power of capitalism. These authors
underline the importance of de-linking analysis from any
notion of historical necessity or homogeneity within a static
and teleological framework, while stressing the AMC’s ef-
forts as liberating migrant workers and complexifying fu-
tures.
Thus, the exploration of the lived experience of Filipino
migrant workers and their struggle in the social spaces of
family, work, and leisure shows  how these  workers are
contradictorily complicit but at the same time opposing to
the neo-liberal restructuring of the global political econ-
omy. Nevertheless, these existing studies focus on the spe-
cific collective and/or individual  actions by the specific
types of Filipino workers, such as female domestic workers,
in the confined space and time. Future studies are recom-
mended to overcome this limitation in order to more holis-
tically analyze the dynamics of migrant workers’ everyday
spaces. In this vein, what is the most crucial to keep in mind
is, as Davies and Niemann precisely put it, to realize that
“the possibility for emancipatory action lies in the possibili-
ties of differential spaces, where we recognize difference
and thus oppose the homogenization of abstract space [of
capitalism].”69
Concluding Remarks
Reflecting the current dynamics of global labour migration,
the prevailing fascination with the elites in the field of IR and
IPE, which is exemplified by neo-Gramscian perspectives,
denies the  agency of migrant workers  and  obscures  the
complexity of their lived experience. In this regard,
Amoore’s globalization-as-practices facilitates the concreti-
zation of the contingent and situated processes of interna-
tional labour migrations. Founded upon this framework
while referring to Davies and Niemann’s rethinking of Le-
febvre’s work, this essay emphasizes migrant workers as
political subjects who are contradictorily complicit in and
yet opposed to the neo-liberal restructuring of the global
political economy. By particularly focusing on the practices
of Philippine migrant workers, it demonstrates how their
struggles within the everyday spaces of family, work, and
leisure not only participate in and depend on but also chal-
lenge and (re)negotiate the neo-liberal transformations of
the global political economy. Further, such a perception of
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global labour migration problematizes the traditional divide
between “North” and “South” in the ontological and epis-
temological senses. In the Philippines, with the largest flows
of overseas contract workers in the global economy, tran-
snational experiences are “localized” through the anticipa-
tion of departures and the enthusiasm created by returning
migrants. Circular flows of people, information, materials,
and cash produce an imaginative, new form of “place” that
stretches across national boundaries as well as core-peripheral
and rural-urban distinctions by making it difficult to believe
in the “magic of straight lines”70 that ontologically differen-
tiate the  “North” and  “South.”  On the other hand, the
emphasis of Filipino migrant workers as agential political
actors poses serious challenge to the myth in the dominant
study of IR that locates the subject that speaks through
production of universal, theoretical knowledge only in the
“North,” while viewing the subject in the “South” as the
provider of empirical data. To overcome this epistemologi-
cal presumption, as Ramón Grosfoguel reminds us,
Critical border thinking…redefines modernity from the cos-
mologies and epistemologies of the subaltern, located in the
oppressed and exploited side of the colonial difference…. [Only
such a perspective makes possible] a redefinition of citizenship,
democracy, human rights, and humanity, beyond the narrow
definitions imposed by European modernity.71
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